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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter present the conclusion of the research and the suggestions

for the future research after the researcher analyzes and interprets at the

acquired data from the previous chapter. The conclusion is covered from the

statement of the research to the next researchers who are interested in

conducting the similar research. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, the writer found some

conclusions and then found the answers. The writer had found out that

Mark Zuckerberg and Eduardo Saverin are the main character in the story

because they give much contribution of the story. Mark Zuckerberg and

Eduardo Saverin are the main role in “The Social Network” movie script,

they became the main focus in the movie and also being an actor who

makes the watcher interested with the movie. Then, about the

characterization, there are four problems or topics that writer have been

discussed. They are about physical appearance, personality, social status,

and social relationship. First about physical appearance, Mark is a male

that sweet looking, he has little body,  appearing no more than twentieth

years old. The second main character is Eduardo Saverin, he is male, he is

sweet looking, no more than twentieth years old.
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Than is about personality, the first main character is Mark, he is

simple performance,  Mark is someone who does not have a personality as

being a romantic, he has not a soft heart and also lover although he has a

girlfriend but he never give more attention to her, Mark is smart , Mark is

someone who can’t  make a joke, he always serious in talking, Mark thinks

very highly of himself, Mark is someone who do not hate anybody

although some people hate him, in the end of movie Mark became useless.

And the second character is Eduardo Saverin, He is neat, Eduardo is a

good friend, Eduardo can be sarcastic. He supports Mark and “Facebook”

by putting lots of money towards the bussines. Eduardo is caring, Eduardo

is someone likes meteorology, He can be aggressive at times, Eduardo can

be Emotional at time.

     Then about social status in this case deals with the main characters

educational background and their life. The writer has a conclusion that

Mark and Eduardo is clear he is a highly educated. Mark is study about

computer science in the Harvard University who has special abilities is

computer networking, he found “Facebook”, it brings him from  low  to

the upper classes in social status.  And Eduardo is a mathematic student in

Harvard University, Eduardo is from upper social economic status,

Eduardo agrees to help Mark in  to providing all financial to built the

“Facebook”.
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The last is about social relationship, Human being cannot stand alone

in solving a problem. Furthermore, when a person is associated, certainly

we must find a new strange a life. But is if a person stands his idea and

cannot accept a new life in the society, of course, we will conflict in

society. Mark Zuckerberg and Eduardo Saverin, have a good relationship

at best, Mark hasn’t much friend before, in daily live he just live with his

two roommates and his best friend Eduardo, without family around him

but he found “facebook” he has good relationship to many people. Then,

Eduardo has a good relationship to everyone in Harvard University,

especially on Mark, and he has good connection with Phoenix S-K final

club.

B. Suggestion 

        In our lives, we always make contact with many people with their

own characters. The fact shows that those characters are potentially

influence human behavior. Referring to the findings of the study some

suggestions are addressed to the readers and the future researchers. For the

readers, it is suggested not to look or to judge the people around us by

looking at their physical appearance. We need to see their personality to

create good social relationship.

          This research is expected to be useful for many people who are

interested in the study of literature. In addition, because interesting of

students especially in State Islamic Institute (IAIN) of  Tulungagung to
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research literature is lack, the writer hopes this study can be ignited

contribution in spirit. The writer recognizes that this research is still many

less in the various sides. This does not mean that the writer as a researcher

didn’t do his job seriously. Therefore, the writer hopes there are

suggestions and constructive criticism from the readers. Without it, this

work nothing means. Finally with humility, the writer does it with all

honesty though honesty is not always true and truth not always honest.


